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Abstract
For more than two centuries scientists and engineers have worked to understand and model

how the eye encodes electromagnetic radiation (light). We now understand the principles

of how light is transmitted through the optics of the eye and encoded by retinal photoreceptors

and light-sensitive neurons. In recent years, new instrumentation has enabled scientists to mea-

sure the specific parameters of the optics and photoreceptor encoding. We implemented the

principles and parameter estimates that characterize the human eye in an open-source software

toolbox. This chapter describes the principles behind these tools and illustrates how to use

them to compute the initial visual encoding.
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1 Introduction
There are many reasons why a scientist or engineer may want to calculate the initial

encoding of light by the eye. First, the encoding by the photoreceptors impacts all of

visual perception, including how we perceive shape, pattern, motion, and color. For

example, the retina encodes some information and is blind to other information. The

initial encoding is important to vision scientists because it impacts many subsequent

visual judgments.

Second, display designers who create images to be viewed by the eye, and camera

designers who are interested in estimating which aspects of the scene the viewer sees,

can benefit from calculating how light will be encoded by the eye. Knowing the limits

of human visual encoding is essential for specifying display and camera requirements.
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Third, cortical and thalamic neuronal responses depend on their inputs as well as

their intrinsic circuitry. Signals initiated in the retina are a major part of what drives

responses in thalamus and cortex. To model understand these responses, neuroscien-

tists studying the visual pathways benefit from quantifying the visual inputs.

For these and other reasons, scientists and engineers have worked over several

centuries to establish the principles and measure the parameters of the initial visual

encoding (Wandell and Brainard, 2022); many principles and parameters have been

reported in the literature. We used this information to create a computational tool to

estimate the photopigment excitation rate of the cones in a typical human photore-

ceptor mosaic. Over time, we will extend this toolbox to model other neuronal re-

sponses. The open-source Matlab toolbox (Image Systems Engineering Toolbox

for Biology, ISETBio) (Wandell et al., 2022) includes computational methods and

data that model the visual encoding. Here we describe how the underlying ideas

are implemented. We also provide examples that use the ISETBio code in a repos-

itory that accompanies this chapter.a

A simulation of the visual encoding begins with a description of the visual scene.

This is used to compute the image formed by the physiological optics at the retina.

Many different types of scenes may be of interest, ranging from stimuli presented on

traditional flat emissive displays to complex three-dimensional scenes with multiple

objects and lights. The software needed to simulate the retinal image from these

different types of scenes varies considerably in complexity. To make the ISETBio

computations more useful, we provide tools that compute the retinal image from

a description of the radiance for two-dimensional (planar) scenes (e.g., traditional

displays or three-dimensional scenes viewed at a large distance), and we also provide

methods that enable scientists and engineers to work with descriptions of realistic

three-dimensional spectral scenes (ISET3d) using quantitative computer graphics

(Physically Based Ray Tracing, PBRT) (Pharr et al., 2016). With the latter methods

the user can define a three-dimensional scene and generate the spectral irradiance of

the incident light field arriving at the cornea and the spectral irradiance image formed

on the retina (Lian et al., 2019). The ability to work with complex three-dimensional

scene descriptions broadens the set of ideas that can be explored in simulation.

2 Representing the scene radiance
We first present methods that are useful for two-dimensional (planar) scenes. As

noted above, these are applicable to traditional flat displays and to three-dimensional

scenes viewed at a large distance. We then describe tools for calculating the incident

light field and retinal image from a three-dimensional scene specification.

ahttps://github.com/isetbio/isetbioencoding/wiki
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2.1 Planar scenes: Calibrated display
Vision science laboratories often experiment using stimuli presented on flat display.

A wide range of display technologies have been used: cathode-ray tubes (CRTs),

liquid-crystal displays (LCDs), and organic light-emission diode (OLED) displays.

From the point of view of the vision scientist or imaging engineer, all of these display

technologies emit a radiance from a large number of discrete regions (pixels) on the

display surface (Fig. 1). In addition to their use in the lab, such displays are used

widely by consumers. Indeed, youmay well be reading this chapter on such a display.

The radiance emitted from each display region (pixel), E(x, y, λ), is the weighted
sum of three primaries (subpixels) with spectral distributions R(λ), G(λ), and B(λ).
The values in an image file specify the intensities of the three primaries at each point

(r(x, y), g(x, y), b(x, y)).b We neglect directional dependency in our formulation here
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Display radiance. A display emits a spectral radiance from each small spatial region r(x, y).

Within each region (pixel) the display radiance is the weighted sum of the emissions of the

display primaries (plus potentially some amount of reflected ambient light, not shown). The

radiance from each region is the weighted sum of the primaries, and the weights depend on

the image. The rays are emitted in many directions, and only a small fraction of the ray bundle

reaches the cornea, forming the incident light field. The physiological optics (cornea and lens)

transform the light at the cornea into the retinal irradiance. The lens of the eye accommodates

to focus the relevant portion of the image at the cone inner segment layer of the retina.

bThere is typically a nonlinear relationship that maps the digital values represented in an image file

(RGB) to the relative intensities of the display primaries (rgb). We account for this nonlinearity, often

called the “gamma function” in our display models and simulations, but for clarity we do not dwell on

this static nonlinearity in this chapter.
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because, generally, vendors try to make display emission stable over a wide range of

angles. For applications where precise simulation of viewing direction is important,

the primaries may be calibrated from the same direction as the display will be

viewed.

The ISETBio function “sceneFromFile” calculates the spectral radiance from a

calibrated display, accounting for the display properties (e.g, pixel sampling density,

spectral radiance of the primaries, and the nonlinear function relating the digital

values to the intensities of the display primaries).

In this code example, filename is a string specifying the image file location on the

host computer system. The ISETBio repository includes calibrated description of

several different displays; here a description of an LCD display is used. The code

example here also adjusts the mean luminance of the spectral radiance image to

be 50 cd/m2. Additional information on display calibration and conversion of digital

values to spectral radiance may be found in Brainard et al. (2002).

2.2 Planar scenes: Natural image approximation
Satisfactory visual displays are built with only three primaries because the retina

contains three types of cone photoreceptors. The relative intensity of the three pri-

maries controls the relative excitation of the three types of cones. The understanding

that arbitrary spectra can be matched with a mixture of three primaries was devel-

oped by Thomas Young, James Clerk Maxwell, Hermann von Helmholtz, and many

others. The principles underlying matching and their use in modern vision science,

and particularly the concept of the color-matching experiment and metamerism

(Maxwell, 1860), are described in numerous sources (e.g., Brainard and

Stockman, 2010; Wandell, 1995; Wandell and Brainard, 2022).

The spectral radiances created by the weighted sum of typical display primaries

(LCD, OLED, and CRT) are unlike those in nature. For many simulation applica-

tions, however, we would like to use the image file to simulate a scene with a plau-

sible natural spectral radiance. We do this in ISETBio by creating a theoretical

display with three primary spectra whose linear combinations better approximate

the space of naturally-occurring spectral radiance distributions. This theoretical

display is included in ISETBio (Fig. 2). The display primaries span the subspace de-

fined by the first three principal components of natural surface reflectances, Si(λ),

filename = fullfile(isetRootPath,'data','images','rgb','woodDuck.
png');
meanLuminance = 50;
scene = sceneFromFile(filename,'RGB',meanLuminance,'LCD-Apple');
sceneWindow(scene);
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FIG. 2

The natural radiance display. For most displays the emitted spectral radiance is unlike the spectral radiance observed in nature. It can be useful to

convert an RGB image into a scene spectral radiance that matches the appearance for a standard display (sRGB) but that also has a

natural spectral radiance. ISETBio includes a method, based on a theoretical display, that accomplishes this. See text for details.



illuminated by a D65 daylight spectral radiance D65(λ). The three functions, Bi(λ) ¼
Si(λ), ∘D65(λ) provide a linear basis that approximates natural scene spectra.

We discretize these basis functions over a set of sample wavelengths and combine

them into the columns of a matrix B. Many weighted sums of these columns will pro-

duce a plausible natural scene radiance (subject to a nonnegativity constraint). To render

a specific image, however, we must find a method to map rgb values in the image into

the primary intensities for the theoretical display. Let r3�1 be a vector containing the rgb
values at a display location, and similarly let p3�1 be a vector with the intensities for the

theoretical display. We find a transformation matrix T3�3 so that the p¼ Tr values pre-
sented on the theoretical display produce the same CIE XYZ tristimulus values as the

values r presented on a standard, sRGB, display (IEC, 1999).c To meet this criterion we

create a matrix C with columns containing the CIE standard color matching functions

xðλÞ, yðλÞ, zðλÞ, and we create a matrix S3�3 that maps the linear primary values rgb to
the CIE XYZ values for an industry-standard sRGB display. Then T must satisfy

Sr ¼ C0BTr (1)

for any choice of r. It follows that

T ¼ ðC0BÞ�1
S (2)

and thus the primary intensities on the theoretical display must be p ¼ Tr.d

Finally, we can express the primaries of the theoretical display as the columns of

BT (Fig. 2). This theoretical display will then directly render the image rgb values as
spectral radiances that approximate naturally occurring spectra.

2.3 Display variation
A reasonable conclusion to draw from the discussion above is that an image file pre-

sented directly on different display models can produce substantially different spectral

radiance images. We compare the images from a calibrated LCD, a calibrated OLED,

and the theoretical display in Fig. 3. The LCD and OLED display primaries differ from

one another in both their peak wavelengths and bandwidths. The CIE XYZ values of

the image data rendered on these two displays differs because the display primaries

differ. These differences are substantial for quantitative simulations.

The spectral radiance distribution from the theoretical display is created to match

natural spectral radiance data under a D65 illuminant, and for this reason it differs

substantially from the radiance emitted by the real displays. The CIE XYZ tristim-

ulus values from the theoretical display are designed to match those of an industry

standard, but theoretical, sRGB display. The image appearance on the real displays

cThe XYZ tristimulus values capture the results of human color-matching experiments such that two

spectra that have the same tristimulus values match in appearance to a human observer (Brainard and

Stockman, 2010; Wandell, 1995).
dWandell (1995) and Brainard and Stockman (2010) develop the matrix-vector approach to this sort of

calculation in more detail.
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RGB image data to radiance-display model. ISETBio converts RGB data from an image file into a spectral scene representation by assuming the

image will be shown on a calibrated display. The three images render the same RGB data on different calibrated displays. The mean

spectral radiance from a small region (white rectangle) is shown for each display. The left is an LCD, the center an OLED display and the right a

theoretical display designed to produce scene radiance similar to natural radiances under a D65 illuminant. The images in this figure were

produced by transforming the simulated spectral radiances of the several displays into CIE XYZ values. We then created sRGB image files

corresponding to each displayed image for use in the figure. The image appearance differences illustrate that simply copying RGB values into the

frame buffer generates substantial color appearance differences across the displays. Differences of this magnitude are typical of the variation

observed when displaying RGB data without correcting for the display primaries and other factors.



differ from one another and the sRGB standard. In our experience, such variations are

typical of actual displays. The variations across displays can be eliminated by using

image rendering procedures that take display calibration measurements into account;

we do not illustrate these procedures here.

To summarize, ISETBio methods transform the RGB data in an image file into

planar spectral radiance scenes for simulation. The transformation enables the user

to simulate the spectral radiance in an experimental setup for a calibrated display;

or, by using the theoretical display to simulate a spectral radiance that is similar to

what one might observe in a natural scene. The choice of displays, or simulated

reflectance basis and illuminant, provide the user with considerable flexibility.

For engineering applications, re-running simulations across a range of displays

provides an approach to checking the robustness of conclusions with respect to

display variation.

2.4 Three-dimensional scenes
Quantitative computer graphics simulations can significantly expand the range of

phenomena explored by vision scientists. Ray tracing methods provide accurate

estimates of the scene radiance, and they enable labeling the pixels of the rendered

image with the values of the underlying scene parameters (e.g., reflectance, surface

normal). Furthermore, computer graphics provides the user with a significant de-

gree of control over the properties of the scene, including material and lighting

spectral properties, transparency, and surface inter-reflections. Many of these prop-

erties impact visual judgments, but are either difficult or impossible to control in

experimental rigs; simulation is our best current approach to analyze how these

scene properties impact perception. Simulating three-dimensional scenes with

user-specified lighting and material properties, and then calculating the expected

cone excitations and neural responses from these scenes, may provide useful infor-

mation to model and understand visual appearance judgments (Fleming, 2017;

Heasly et al., 2014).

Renderings of several three-dimensional scene radiance distributions that illus-

trate the ability to change camera position and material properties are shown in

Fig. 4. The images show a moderately complex scene (150 objects) that contain mul-

tiple materials (wood, marble, glass, metal). The scene is rendered using complex

global illumination (light from a window) from different eye positions.

The computer graphics simulation generates scene radiance descriptions that

we rendered into RGB images for display in the figure. The underlying scene radi-

ance data are quantitative, and certain aspects—such as the spectra and the large

dynamic range—cannot be represented accurately in RGB images at typical

quantization levels. For example, the dynamic range of the radiance from the

images with the highly specular metal pieces can be four orders of magnitude.

Such high-dynamic ranges can arise in natural images and must be managed by

the retinal encoding. How the visual system quickly comes to distinguish and
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identify the glass and metal chess pieces is an interesting question that is the topic

of considerable recent research (see Fleming (2017) for a review).

Many topics in vision science can benefit from having quantitative information

about three-dimensional scenes. Stereo vision, depth generally, vergence, accommo-

dation, and parallax require a specification of the distance from the eyes to objects in

the scene. Finally, we note that knowledge of how lighting and materials impact the

retinal image may be helpful when designing light sources in complex indoor envi-

ronments (Pont, 2019). These simulations may also be helpful in understanding how

lighting impacts circadian rhythms through the intrinsically photosensitive retinal

ganglion cells (ipRGCs) (Zandi et al., 2021).

FIG. 4

Renderings (RGB) of simulated three-dimensional scene spectral radiance distributions. The

scene is constructed using more than 150 different objects and a dozen different materials.

The top renderings show the scene from the same point of view and lighting, but with different

material properties assigned to the objects (glass, mirror, marble, mahogany). The bottom

renderings change the camera point of view with respect to the global lighting, but maintain

the same materials. The object identities remain recognizable as the views and materials

change, and aspects of the global illumination (not shown) can be inferred from the highlights

(gloss). Studying visual perception of natural scenes is likely to require the ability to create and

control such images.
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Computational methods for rendering three-dimensional scenes are implemented

in ray tracing tools, such as PBRT (Pharr et al., 2016) and Mitsuba (Nimier-David

et al., 2019). The ISET3d toolbox, which is tightly integrated with ISETBio, provides

an interface to the open-source and carefully documented PBRT software (Pharr

et al., 2016). Further, we addedmethods to PBRT that simulate fluorescence, spectral

textures, and optics (Goossens et al., 2022; Lian et al., 2019; Lyu et al., 2021).

A main purpose of the ISET3d toolbox is to provide a programming interface that

helps users create natural scenes and control lighting, material properties, and scene

geometry, and that interoperates with the ISETBio and ISETCam (Wandell, 2022)

toolboxes.e

3 Optics: The retinal irradiance
If the scene radiance originates from a plane (e.g., a flat display), the optical trans-

formation from radiance to retinal irradiance can be approximated by a linear calcu-

lation that sums the rays arriving at the retina from each point in the plane. The spatial

distribution of the retinal irradiance arising from a point can be specified by knowing

the position of the point and the wavelength of the light. This is called the point

spread function (PSF).

For a three-dimensional scene the computation differs for three main reasons.

First, for fixed accommodation of the eye, the PSF depends on the distance to the

point. Second, some of the rays from a 3D point may be blocked by closer objects

(occlusion). Third, rays emitted from a point may reach the retina after scattering off

of other objects (inter-reflections). Thus, the retinal image from a point in three-

dimensional space depends not only on the position of the point but also on the

positions and material properties of other objects in the scene.

Because calculation requirements differ between planar and full 3D scenes, we

created two types of physiological optics models. One calculation is well-suited for

planar scenes, such as employed in typical psychophysical and biological experi-

ments. This calculation is based on the PSF. The second calculation uses a human

eye model that is integrated into ray-tracing software (PBRT). This calculation gen-

erates the retinal spectral irradiance from a three-dimensional scene, accounting for

occlusions, inter-reflections, and material properties (Lian et al., 2019). The accu-

racy of the PBRT ray trace calculation has been experimentally tested and quantified

(Lyu et al., 2021).

eLike many others we have experienced the complexity of downloading and installing large software

packages and their dependencies. To simplify installation, we inserted the modified PBRT into a

Docker container that can be invoked fromwithin ISET3d. The code executes on machines that support

containers, including Mac OS, Windows, and Linux.
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3.1 Image formation: 2D
Because of the strong chromatic aberration of the eye, the human PSF depends on

wavelength. The PSF also depends on the visual field position of the point. To

calculate the retinal irradiance, we need to know the PSFs across wavelength

and the visual field. The sum of the light blurred by the PSFs across all visual

field points and for each wavelength yields the spectral irradiance distribution at

the retina (retinal spectral irradiance, or retinal image). The PSFs also differ across

individuals.

3.1.1 Space- and wavelength-varying PSFs
Since the late 1990s, we have been able to measure the in vivo human PSF by using

wavefront sensors (Liang et al., 1997). These instruments measure an image

reflected from the retina. The reflected images are analyzed through an array of

microlenses, enabling measurement of the angular deviation of the reflected rays

across the pupil, relative to perfect focus. These angular deviations are used to com-

pute the pupil function, a complex-valued function that specifies the relative optical

phase of the light passing through each location of the pupil. The pupil function is

related to the PSF through the modulus of its Fourier transform. The wavefront

sensor measurements characterize the fine structure of the PSF at a much higher

resolution than earlier methods.

The aberrations in the pupil function are commonly approximated as the

weighted sum of Zernike polynomials—these are polynomials that are defined over

a circular support. The Zernike polynomial coefficients provide an interpretation of

the pupil function in terms of different physical effects. For example, one of the

coefficients defines the effect of defocus, another astigmatism, and so on.

The pupil function, and thus the PSF, varies with several imaging parameters.

The largest effect is the dependence on wavelength (Fig. 5a). This difference is

relatively consistent across subjects because much of it is due to the index refraction

of water in the eye (Wandell, 1995). As a first approximation, a measurement of the

pupil function at one wavelength is sufficient to compute the entire polychromatic

PSF. This extrapolation is done by adjusting the Zernike polynomial term for defocus

as a function of wavelength. In addition, measurement of the pupil function for a

dilated pupil allows calculation for smaller pupils simply by appropriately vignetting

the function before taking its Fourier transform.

The measured PSF also depends on eccentricity (Fig. 5b) and between subjects

(Fig. 5c), as the figure shows. But these differences are less consistent and often

not as large. Several authors have shared measurements of the human pupil function

(and thus the PSF) in typical subjects (Jaeken and Artal, 2012; Polans et al., 2015;

Thibos et al., 1990). Curated versions of these data are included in ISETBio.

The PSFs can be used to calculate the retinal irradiance and cone excitations from

the planar image radiance, at specified visual field locations, wavelengths, and for

different subjects.
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3.1.2 Shift-invariant PSFs
Over some portion of the visual field, image formation through the optics can be

well-approximated as shift invariant; that is, the PSF remains approximately con-

stant. This is a useful computational advantage because we can then compute the

retinal spectral irradiance by convolving each wavelength of the scene spectral ra-

diance with a wavelength-dependent PSF (Wandell and Brainard, 2022).

ISETBio implements these computations using a data structure that represents the

radiance of the displayed image (“scene”), and a separate data structure that repre-

sents the optical information arriving at the retina (“oi”, short for “optical image”).
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Physiological optics. The images represent the human point spread function (PSF),

measured at different wavelengths and visual field positions. The blue lines are a one-

dimensional profile obtained by summing the PSF down the columns. (a) Comparisons at

different wavelengths for one subject in the fovea. (b) Comparison at different

eccentricities for another subject at 550 nm. (c) Comparisons of three additional subjects at

550 nm and 5 degrees eccentricity. The PSFs and profiles were calculated using data

from Jaeken and Artal (2012).
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Above we illustrated how to create an ISETBio scene from an RGB image file and a

description of a calibrated display. The retinal irradiance from the scene is calculated

over a shift-invariant region like this:

The optics parameters that influence the PSF (e.g., pupil size, example subject, wave-

front aberrations) can be read or set using the oiGet and oiSet functions. For example,

to create an oi structure that represents measurements of a subject from one of the

databases, we use the following ISETBio function with explicit key/value pairs:

A practical question is this: How large is the shift-invariant region? Using a strict

criterion based on the wavefront aberration size, the region has been estimated to

be less than �0.5 degree (Bedggood et al., 2008). An alternative criterion, which

is more practical, assesses the shift-invariant region with respect to the cone excita-

tions. We calculate whether the two different point spread functions predict signif-

icantly different cone excitations. To determine significance, we might measure the

difference divided by the standard deviation of the Poisson variability in excitations.

An assessment at the level of the cones is appropriate for the goals of many ISETBio

calculations.

An example of such a comparison is illustrated in Fig. 6. We calculate the edge

spread function (how light spreads from a light to dark edge) in the cone mosaic, and

we compare the spread with respect using a synthesized cone mosaic centered at 1

degree eccentricity. Scripts in the GitHub repository for this chapter illustrate how to

oi = oiPosition('Artal2012', ...
'position',[5,0], ...
'eye side','right', ...
'subject rank',5);

% The default OI is a model of the human foveal optics
oi = oiCreate;

% Convert the scene spectral radiance to retinal spectral
irradiance
oi = oiCompute(oi,scene);

% View a rendering of the spectral irradiance image
oiWindow(oi);
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Optical shift-invariance. We can assess the importance of the optical blur by calculating its impact on the responses in a cone mosaic. In this

example, we compare the edge-spread function (ESF) of an edge at three different eccentricities. (a) First we synthesize a typical cone

mosaic near 1 degree eccentricity. (b) Then, we compute the number of excitations in each cone in response to a sharp edge (broad spectrum,

5 ms exposure). (c–e) Using wavefront measurements from three different subjects, we compute the L-cone excitations in this mosaic.

Each panel is for a different subject. Within each panel we compare the ESF using wavefront data measured at 1, 5, and 10 degrees. For two

subjects (c, e), the ESF is the same at these eccentricities. For one subject (D) the edge spread changes with eccentricity. Wavefront data

from ISETBio subjects 15, 49, and 51, measured by Jaeken and Artal (2012). The ISETBio script for this figure makes this comparison for many

other subjects and stimuli.



perform this analysis using different stimuli and subjects. Our experiments suggest

that convolution is a reasonable approximation for many subjects over the central

10 degrees. Of course, more could be done to test this proposition. Note that we

explain the computation of cone excitations in more detail below; here we only com-

pute the mean excitations of each cones and do not take the illustrative calculation

through to a statistical evaluation of the differences in excitations.

3.1.3 Diffraction
An optical system with ideal spatial resolution is said to be diffraction limited. For a

circular pupil the PSF of a diffraction-limited system will be the Airy disk pattern.

The diameter (d) of the Airy disk (first zero crossing) will depend on the f-number (F,

ratio of focal length to aperture diameter) and the wavelength (λ) of the light,

d ¼ 2:44Fλ: (3)

ISETBio creates a diffraction-limited ’oi’ and sets the f-number of the optics this

way:

It is often useful to compute the diffraction limited retinal image as a standard to

compare with real system performance. The diffraction-limited system is part of

the general toolkit associated with “ideal observer” calculations that are widely used

in vision science (Cottaris et al., 2020; Geisler, 1984).

3.2 Image formation: 3D
As noted above, calculating the retinal image of three-dimensional scenes requires

accounting for phenomena that are not present in two-dimensional scenes (Fig. 7).

First, the PSF depends on the distance to the object (depth of field), not just field

height and wavelength. Second, rays from a point can be occluded by objects

between that point and the eye (occlusion). Occlusion changes the PSF because it

blocks a subset of the rays from points near the occluding edge. Third, rays from

a point can reflect off multiple objects in the scene before reaching the eye (inter-

reflections), and this too changes the PSF.

It is important to recognize that the second and third phenomena depend on

the scene contents and cannot be predicted from knowledge of the optics alone.

oi = oiCreate('diffraction limited');
oi = oiSet('oi','fnumber',5.6);
oiPlot(oi,'psf 550');
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These inherently 3D effects can be accounted for using physically based computer

graphics software, such as PBRT (Pharr et al., 2016) and Mitsuba (Nimier-David

et al., 2019). ISET3d uses the PBRT software, with some custom extensions, to cal-

culate the retinal spectral irradiance imaged through complex optics models, includ-

ing the human eye (Lian et al., 2019). Three-dimensional computer graphics

calculations account for occlusion and the large effect of surface inter-reflections,

in addition to the choice of the lighting spectral distribution. Such calculations are

relevant for complex environments, and may be helpful for interior design

applications.

Ray tracing calculations through a model eye capture many properties of visual

encoding; but they do not capture the higher order aberrations in the eye’s optics

that can be measured with wavefront sensors, and they are computationally expen-

sive. To model the retinal image expected for a specific person, with stimuli on a

flat display, particularly over a small region of the retina, approximating with a

shift-invariant PSF and obtaining the PSF using adaptive optics measurements is

more precise. Hence, scientists and engineers may have interest in both types of

calculations.

Point
source

Sensor 
(retina)

(a) Free space (b) Distance

(c) Occlusion (d) Reflection

FIG. 7

Three is not two. Calculating the retinal irradiance of a three-dimensional scenes requires

accounting for phenomena that do not arise in two-dimensional scenes. (a) As a baseline,

the rays from a point (green dot) are traced through free space and simple optics, roughly

like the cornea and lens, and form an image of the point at the retina (sensor plane).

(b) Changing the distance to the point changes the width of the PSF at the retina.

(c) A nearby occluding object prevents a subset of the rays from the point from reaching the

retina, changing the centroid location and spread of the PSF (occlusion). (d) Rays

scattered from other objects in the scene can change the PSF (inter-reflections). Occlusion

and inter-reflections depend on the scene content. The point spread function also varies

with field height and pupil (aperture) size (not illustrated).
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4 Light transduction
There are three major light-sensitive retinal cell types. Two of these, the rods and

cones, were described by van Leeuwenhoek in 1722. A functional role for these cells

was suggested by Trevarinus in 1834 (Anon., 1935), and our understanding of their

structure, function, and chemistry is relatively advanced. The existence of a third

type of light-sensitive retinal cell was inferred relatively recently from the observa-

tion that animals without rods and cones still had light-entrained circadian rhythms

(Freedman et al., 1999; Provencio et al., 2000). Subsequently, the light-sensitive pig-

ment mediating this effect (melanopsin), and then the ipRGCs, which contain the

pigment in their membrane, were identified (Berson et al., 2002). A multiplicity

of ipRGC cell types, with different structure and central projections, have been found

in both rodent (Lazzerini Ospri et al., 2017) and human (Hannibal et al., 2017; Liao

et al., 2016; Nasir-Ahmad et al., 2019). The ipRGC responses can be caused directly

by photons absorbed by melanopsin in their cell membrane, as well as by signals

initiated in the rods and cones.

4.1 Rod and cone photoreceptors
Our understanding of the rods and cones is sufficient to enable quantitative modeling

of how they encode retinal irradiance. Fig. 8a illustrates the structure of the retina and

the location of the rod and cone receptors within it. Fig. 8b provides a schematic of

the receptors themselves, and illustrates how light-sensitive pigment (photopigment)

is situated within them. Light enters the inner segment of a receptor after passing

through the retina. The inner segment acts as a waveguide, concentrating the light

incident at the inner segment into the outer segment. The outer segment is dense with

photopigment. As light enters the outer segment there is a wavelength-dependent

probability that a discrete packet of energy (photon) will be absorbed by the pigment.

The chance that a photon absorption isomerizesf the photopigment molecule is about

two-thirds (Rodieck, 1998). In ISETBio, we refer to isomerizations as excitations for

simplicity.We describe the calculation of cone excitations from the retinal irradiance

in 4.1.1 below.

Light-sensitive molecules are present in the earliest life forms (Deisseroth, 2021),

and the molecular form of these molecules has been largely conserved in the photo-

pigments present in the human retina (Jacobs, 2009; Sharpe et al., 1999). Each class

of cones contains a distinct type of opsin (photopigment): these classes are the long-

wavelengh-sensitive (L) cones, the middle-wavelength-sensitive (M) cones, and the

short-wavelength-sensitive (S) cones. The corresponding photopigments are referred

to as the L, M, and S photopigments.g The spectral absorptance differs between the

fChanges the molecule to another isomer.
gThese are also called erythrolabe, chlorolabe, and cyanolabe, respectively.
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FIG. 8

Photoreceptors in context. The photoreceptors play an essential role in visual encoding. (a) Light from the scene incident at the cornea is

transformed into an image at the retina. The retinal irradiance passes through the cells in the retina, arriving at the receptor layer.

(b, c) The rods and cones have an entrance aperture near the synaptic ending. The inner segment acts as a waveguide, bringing the light through

the outer segment, which contains the light sensitive photopigment.

Images from Wandell, B. A., 1995. Foundations of Vision. Sinauer, Sunderland, MA.; Fig 3.2.



three pigments (Fig. 10b), and the spectral absorptance differences can be traced to

specific sequences in the photopigments’ genetic codes (Nathans, 1999; Neitz and

Neitz, 2011).

The rods, a second major class of retinal light-sensitive cells, encode retinal

irradiance in much the same way as the cones. The initial encoding is the excitation

of the rod photopigment, rhodopsin. Rhodopsin is used for light encoding in many

species (Wald, 1974); we hasten to add that rhodopsin is also present and conserved

in species that live in niches with virtually no light (Crandall and Hillis, 1997). This

raises the possibility that rhodopsin is used for functions apart from vision.

The principles for computing rod excitations follow those for cone excitations,

but the detailed parameters differ. There are several important differences from

the point of view of vision, however. First, there is just one class of rods. Second,

the rods have higher sensitivity than the cones, responding effectively to the absorp-

tion of a single photon. This enables the rod system to provide useful visual

information at very low light levels. The higher sensitivity comes at a cost—the rods

saturate at much lower light-levels that the cones. Thus, they provide little useful

visual information under typical daylight conditions. Conversely, the cones do not

support vision at low light levels. Third, there are no rods in the central fovea. Fourth,

although the rod apertures are quite small, the outputs of multiple (say, 20) rods are

combined at an early stage in the retina. Thus, the rod circuitry has a relatively large

input referred aperture. Fifth, the rod temporal dynamics are much slower than the

cone dynamics. In summary, rod-mediated vision is monochromatic, operates at low

light levels, is absent in central vision, does not support high spatial resolution, and is

sluggish.

ISETBio does not currently implement calculation of excitations for the rods.

Some work would need to be done to simulate the positions of the rods, which appear

in the interstices between the cones at visual field eccentricities outside the fovea.

Rods also waveguide light differently from cones, so a different approximation to

their entrance aperture would need to be implemented.

4.1.1 Calculating excitations
For computational reasoning we often calculate the spatial pattern of excitations in

the photoreceptor mosaic. This requires knowledge of the scene spectral radiance,

E(λ), lens spectral transmission, l(λ, Dl), the macular pigment transmission, m(λ, Dm),

and the photopigment spectral absorptance p(λ, Dp). The lens, macular pigment,

and photopigment absorbance spectra are tabulated in standards, and methods for

calculating with these quantities are included in ISETBio.

There are simple principles used to calculate absorption and transmittance. We

describe these principles using the computation of photopigment absorption as an

example; the same principles may be used to compute lens and macular pigment

transmission, which is one minus the probability of absorption.

For a sufficiently thin layer of pigment, the probability of absorption is propor-

tional to the thickness (δ):
pðλ, δÞ ¼ apðλÞδ (4)
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Suppose we consider the pigment as comprising N thin layers (Dp ¼ Nδ). The
probability of absorption is one minus the probability of not being absorbed in N thin

layersh :

pðλ,DÞ¼ 1�ð1�pðλ,δÞÞN
¼ 1� 1�ap λð Þδ� �ÞN
¼ 1� 1�apðλÞDp

N

� �N

:

(5)

In the limit as the layer thickness δ becomes small, N becomes large and the

probability of absorption is:

pðλ,DpÞ ¼ lim
N!∞

1� 1� apðλÞDp

N

� �N

¼ 1� e�apðλÞDp

(6)

We refer to ap(λ) as the absorptance spectrum of the pigment, and Dp as the pigment

density. Often ap(λ) is normalized to a peak of one, and Dp is expressed with respect

to this convention. Because ap(λ) andDp appear only through their product in Eq. (6),

other conventions would work equally well.

Variation in the densities of the lens, macular, and photopigments (Dl, Dm, Dp)

arises between people, over time, and across the surface of the retina (Asano et al.,

2016; Stockman, 2019; Webster and MacLeod, 1988). The absorbance functions

al(λ) and am(λ) of the lens and macular pigment are thought to be relatively consis-

tent across people, although the lens absorbance does change somewhat in spectral

shape with age. There are significant variations, however, in the photopigment

absorbance spectra ap(λ). These variations can be specified in the ISETBio

calculations.

4.1.2 Principle of Univariance
The amount of energy, E, in a photon depends on its wavelength (Planck’s

relationship).

E ¼ hc
λ
¼ 1:986� 10�16J nm photon�1

λ
(7)

where h is Planck’s constant and c is the speed of light. In principle, the size of the

photocurrent initiated by an absorption might depend on the wavelength-dependent

energy; but, this is not the case. Rather, the receptor output depends upon the number

of photopigment excitations without regard to the energy in the specific photons that

caused those excitations. This is called the Principle of Univariance (Rushton, 1972).

For this reason most ISETBio calculations are grounded in units of photons.

We do note that for calculating spectral transmission the choice of units makes

no difference: the fraction transmitted is the same whether using energy or photons.

hThe probability of transmission is one minus the probability of absorption, 1 � p(λ, Dp), and vice

versa. In this, we neglect back scatter.
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The units are critical, however, for certain important CIE standards, such as lumi-

nance, illuminance, and the XYZ functions. These are defined in terms in units of

energy, and the need to account for units is an essential part of the software. The

ISETBio functions that simplify conversion between energy (Joules, Watts) and

photons (quanta, quanta/sec) are

4.1.3 Cone fundamentals
Under daylight or bright moonlight conditions, the brain uses cone excitations to un-

derstand the visual environment. Accounting for the optics is one important aspect of

calculating the cone excitations. In addition, we need to know a few additional facts.

First, we must establish the light absorbing properties and density of the cone photo-

pigment. Second, we must know the diameter of entrance aperture (generally taken

to be the diameter of the inner segment/outer segment junction as indicated in Fig. 8).

Third, we must estimate the spectral transmissions of the retinal components the light

passes through en-route to the photopigment. And fourth, we must specify how the

spatial packing of the cones varies across the retina. We treat each of these, in turn.

We calculate the number of excitations (Ne) for a photoreceptor using Eq. (8).

The equation combines spectral transmission of the lens l(λ,Dl) and macular pigment

m(λ, Dm), and the absorption of the photopigment p(λ, Dp). The range of transmit-

tance and absorption curves for plausible ranges of the densities are illustrated in

Fig. 9.

Fðλ;DÞ¼ lðλ,DlÞmðλ,DmÞpðλ,DpÞ
Ne ¼

Z
λ
EðλÞFðλ;DÞdλ (8)

To use ISETBio to calculate a range of lens transmission curves we use this code

(Fig. 10):

ieNewGraphWin;
thisLens = Lens;
for dd = 0.8:0.1:1.2

thisLens.density = dd;
plot(thisLens.wave,thisLens.transmittance);
hold on;

end
grid on; xlabel('Wavelength (nm)'); ylabel('Transmittance')

photons = Energy2Quanta(wavelength, energy);
energy = Quanta2Energy(wavelength, photons);
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An excitation (isomerization) initiates a sequence of reactions within the outer seg-

ment: the phototransduction cascade. The consequence of these reactions is to open
ion channels in the outer segment membrane, causing a net inward flow of ionic

current. This photocurrent leads to a voltage change in the cone inner segment, mod-

ulating the neurotransmitter release at the synapse. ISETBio implements a model of

this dynamic process for the cones, including a light-level dependency that modifies

the gain and dynamics of the photoreceptor current. The model relies on measure-

ments described in the literature (Angueyra-Aristizábal, 2014; Pugh and Lamb,

1993, 2000). ISETBio includes code to estimate the photoreceptor current, but we

do not describe these methods here.
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FIG. 9

Spectral properties of visual system components that determine the input-referred quantum

efficiency of the cones. (a) The crystalline lens dramatically reduces the fraction of short

wavelength light transmitted to the retina. The optical density of the lens varies between

people and with age. (b) The macular pigment is present in foveal, but not peripheral,

regions of the retina. The pigment density in the fovea varies across people and with

disease. (c) The optical density of the cone photopigment varies between people and

across the retina. In all panels the dark solid curve is the standard and lighter curves are

variations.
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FIG. 10

Cone fundamentals. The cone excitation calculations start with the stimulus (scene spectral radiance). The transmission through the lens and

macular pigment combined with the cone absorptance form a spectral function called the cone fundamental. The fundamental is the input-

referred spectral quantum efficiency of the cone. (a) The fundamental is defined using standard values (solid curves) for the lens, macular

pigment and photopigment. There are significant variations (dotted curves) across the population, with the largest variation in the spectrum below

550 nm. (b) There is a reliable difference between the cone fundamentals near the fovea (dashed lines) and periphery because of the macular

pigment (solid lines). (c) The three images give an impression of how the scene spectral radiance (left) is transformed as it passes through the lens

(middle) andmacular pigment (right). The ISETBio implementation includes lens factors as part of the retinal spectral irradiance (oi) computation;

it includes macular pigment factors as part of the cone mosaic (cMosaic) computations.



4.1.4 Cone mosaic
The spatial arrangement of the photoreceptors is an important factor limiting visual

encoding. The properties of the cone spatial mosaic have been measured over the last

thirty years. The important work of Curcio and her collaborations (Curcio et al.,

1990) set the stage, and more has been learned from the new adaptive optics methods

that measure both the spatial arrangement and cone types in the living human eye

(Hofer and Williams, 2014). These data provide an excellent foundation that enables

us generate synthetic cone mosaics that match the statistical properties of observed

mosaics.

Fig. 11 is a simulated cone mosaic for a horizontal strip starting at the fovea and

extending 6 degrees (2 mm) eccentrically. The code to create this mosaic and plot the

images using ISETBio is simple.

The figure illustrates several properties that are important for visual encoding. First,

the cone density is highest in the center of the retina (the fovea), decreasing signif-

icantly with eccentricity even over this relatively narrow range. Second, the sam-

pling densities of the three classes of cones differ. In the typical eye the L cones

are the highest proportion (60%), the M cones comprise about 30% and the

S-cones make up about 10%. These proportions are typical, but we hasten to add that

the L/M ratios differ substantially between people so that the typical number is not

necessarily a good estimate for any individual (Hofer andWilliams, 2014). The cone

density at the fovea also differs significantly between individuals (Curcio

et al., 1990).

Within the mosaic, the L- and M-cone positions are nearly randomly placed. The

S-cones, however, appear to form a more regular sampling grid, at least in some sub-

jects (Hofer et al., 2005). In a small region in the very center (about 20 min of visual

field diameter) of the fovea, there are no S-cones. The peak S-cone density is at 1

degree of visual field eccentricity.

The cone apertures and photopigment optical densities vary with eccentricity.

This variation, incorporated in the ISETBio computation, significantly impacts

the number of excitations in a single cone: The increase in the cone inner segment

aperture accounts for about a nine-fold increase in excitations. This increase opposes

the effect of the decreased sampling density. The ISETBio calculation from a scene

to the mosaic of cone excitations, accounting for all of the factors, is

cmP = cMosaicParams; % Return the settable parameters
cmP.positionDegs = [3,0]; % Center position of the mosaic
cmP.sizeDegs = [6 1]; % Size of the mosaic
cm = cMosaic(cmP); % Create the cone mosaic
cm.visualize % Visualize the mosaic
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Cone sampling and aperture size. (Top) The spatial sampling density of the cone photoreceptors changes substantially across the retina,

decreasing from the fovea (left) to periphery (right). The image shows a narrow strip along the horizontal axis. As sampling density decreases,

aperture size increases. Consequently for a constant irradiance pattern the number of excitations per cone increases. (Bottom) The gray scale

image shows the estimated number excitations in the cone mosaic in response to a harmonic stimulus of constant contrast across the image. The

colored curves show the mean number of excitations for each of the three cone types (scale bar at the right).



Themean cone excitation rate is calculated in excitations per second, and the number

of excitations is Poisson distributed. Thus knowing the mean excitations tells us the

signal-to-noise ratio of the information carried by each cone. This information is

critical for predicting the precision of visual judgments supported by the transduced

information from any visual stimulus (Cottaris et al., 2020).

ISETBio accounts for many photoreceptor mosaic properties, but there is one im-

portant exception. We do not yet simulate the rods interlaced within the cone mosaic.

4.2 Intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells
The third major class of retinal light-sensitive cells are a significant departure from

the photoreceptors. First, their cell bodies are in the ganglion cell layer of the retina.

Second, they contain light-sensitive melanopsin in their cell bodies and dendritic

arbors (Fig. 12). These intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs)

are subtyped based upon their morphology, retinal circuitry, light responses, and cen-

tral projections. In animal models the projection destinations suggest that ipRGC sig-

nals from certain subtypes impact circadian rhythms, have acute effects on sleep, and

play a role in the pupillary light reflex (Lazzerini Ospri et al., 2017). Multiple sub-

types of ipRGCs have also been identified in human, again based on the size and

spatial distribution of their dendritic arbors (Hannibal et al., 2017; Liao et al.,

2016; Nasir-Ahmad et al., 2019).

In addition to their intrinsic light sensitivity, ipRGCs are driven by input from the

rods and cones. The photoreceptor signals are communicated through intermediate

bipolar cells and via lateral connections to horizontal and amacrine cells. The ipRGC

circuitry differs significantly from the circuitry of other ganglion cells; for example,

they can receive ON-bipolar inputs, but surprisingly these arise in the OFF-

sublamina of the inner plexiform layer. In this sense, the ipRGCs differ from other

retinal ganglion cells.

% The scene spectral radiance
scene = sceneCreate('dead leaves');
scene = sceneSet(scene,'fov',2);

% The optical image (retinal spectral irradiance)
oi = oiCreate;
oi = oiCompute(oi,scene);

% The cMosaic
cmP = cMosaicParams; cmP.positionDegs = [0,0]; cmP.sizeDegs = [2 2];
cm = cMosaic(cmP);
allE = cm.compute(oi);

% Show an image of the excitations
cm.plot('excitations',allE); colormap("jet")
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For multiple reasons, melanopsin excitation calculations differ from the photo-

receptor excitation calculations. First, in cones and rods, photoreceptor pigment is

localized to the outer segment, spanning a diameter of only a few microns, and

the identity of the photoreceptor thus contains high-resolution information about

the retinal location of the exciting photons. In contrast, melanopsin in a single ipRGC

spans the cell body and dendritic arbor, between 250 and 1000 microns of diameter

(Nasir-Ahmad et al., 2019) (Fig. 12a). Second, a generalized Principle of Univar-

iance does not apply to the ipRGCs. Univariance ordinarily refers to the fact that

the wavelength of a photon excitation does not change the response. The generalized

principle is that an excitation anywhere—cell body versus dendritic arbor—would

produce the same response. This is unlikely to be true, and this may be significant

because the density of cell bodies and distribution of dendritic arbors differ between

the various classes of ipRGCs. Third, the melanopsin photochemistry differs from

the photoreceptor transduction cascade (Brown et al., 2013; Do and Yau, 2010;

Enezi et al., 2011). Finally, for the ipRGCs more generally, signals initiated in

the photoreceptors combine with the melanopsin initiated intrinsic signals, limiting

our ability to make predictions of the ipRGC responses.

With these limitations, we can estimate only the relative impact of the spectral

irradiance on the ipRGC melanopsin responses. We treat the melanopsin pigment

as a thin layer, defined by a spectral absorbance (see Eq. 4). Given this, we can

100 um 100 um

(a) (b)

FIG. 12

Spatial distribution of melanopsin in the ipRGCs. (a) An inplane retinal image stained for

melanopsin. The large bright spots are retinal ganglion cell bodies, and the thin bright lines are

melanopsin in dendrites. (b) A retinal cross section stained for melanopsin. The cell body is

in the retinal ganglion cell layer. The dendrites are localized in two different layers. The

graphical inset shows the relative spectral quantal efficiency of melanopsin (solid) and rods

(dashed).

Images from Provencio, I., Rodriguez, I. R., Jiang, G., Hayes, W. P., Moreira, E. F., Rollag, M. D., 2000.

A novel human opsin in the inner retina. J. Neurosci. 20 (2), 600–605.
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calculate the efficacy of a spectral irradiance by multiplying it by the CIE standard

melanopsin fundamental (CIE2018, 2022). The fundamental is input-referred, just

like the cone fundamentals. The melanopsin fundamental is similar to the rod

fundamental (Fig. 12, inset). It depends significantly on the lens transmission.

The macular pigment is located in the Henle fiber layer in the fovea and in the

inner nuclear layer (below the cell bodies) in the parafovea. Thus, the macular pig-

ment is not on the light path to the melanopsin in the ipRGCs (Trieschmann

et al., 2008).

Understanding the impact of ipRGC cells on vision is enhanced even by these

approximate calculations. As examples, we can estimate (1) the spatial resolution

of the melanopsin-mediated ipRGC mosaics from the cell body spacing with eccen-

tricity (Liao et al., 2016), and (2) the relative impact of a spectral irradiance on

melanopsin excitations (Spitschan et al., 2014, 2017). As we learn more, perhaps

enabling us to estimate the effective number of excitations—and thus the Poisson

variability—we can extend our understanding of the visual representation supported

by the ipRGCs.

5 Example calculations
Many components of the figures in this chapter were created using the ISETBio soft-

ware. The scripts we used are stored in an online repository. To view the code please

visit the repository wiki page.i To run the code you must have Matlab installed and

the ISETBio softwarej on your Matlab path.

6 Summary
Three centuries of research have provided significant information about the light

around us and the way the human eye encodes that light. Recent advances in tech-

nology and software make it possible to model a relatively complex light environ-

ment and the visual encoding using readily available computers. This chapter

describes principles of the visual encoding along with software that enables scientists

and engineers to simulate the early visual encoding.

ihttps://github.com/isetbio/isetbioencoding/wiki.
jhttps://github.com/isetbio/isetbio.
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